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Informing prevention and control of infectious diseases in livestock populations at regional

level necessitates the investigation of spread underlying structure represented by animal trade net-

work and the coupling of intra-herd infection dynamics. In this talk, I will first show some results

from the analysis of the French cattle movement network over several years using tools from graph

theory to investigate the temporal stability of its main descriptors and the fidelity over time of trans-

action partners. Proxies for pathogen spread, such as percolation and reachability ratio, accounting

for network time-varying properties, were also computed to explore contrasting strategies for the

prevention of epidemics [1]. I will also present a simple and efficient microeconomic model in-

corporating generic components for trade of cattle at the level of agricultural holdings [2]. If time

permits, I will present the model of regional spread of Mycobacterium avium subs. paratuberculo-

sis, responsible for bovine paratuberculosis. Intra-herd infection dynamics, described by stochastic

models in discrete time were coupled through trade mouvement and the efficacy of control strate-

gies was assessed by numerical explorations [3].
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